seaexplorer
The next level of transparency in container shipping
The intelligent planning platform for your sea freight supply chain

“Our smart platform provides full control of global routing options across carriers in one single tool. Sophisticated comparative data enables you to instantly choose the right sea freight logistics options for your shipments.”

Otto Schacht
Executive VP
Sea Logistics

Your benefits with seaexplorer
• Comprehensive real-time information enables fast, fact-based decision making
• Optimise your shipments for speed
• Be aware of shipment rotations and service changes
• Measure and reduce the environmental impact of your transport
• Manage your inventory costs

Compare and evaluate—seaexplorer features
• Routing details including live vessel positions and announced port-to-port transit times
• Check service reliabilities and sailing schedules
• Realistic transit time including average arrival delays
• Specific CO2 emissions and ratings per routing

Shift transport to more sustainability
The complete decarbonisation of the logistics industry will take another 10 to 15 years. Until new climate-neutral fuels or propulsion systems are introduced on a larger scale, we enable you to choose the most sustainable transport option. Seaexplorer provides concrete emission levels for every port-to-port option.

Learn more about our Net Zero Carbon initiative: home.kuehne-nagel.com/environment

Time-consuming data sourcing is a thing of the past. Seaexplorer enables data-driven in-depth service and routing insights in one single application.

All liner service information at your fingertips — Find out more about our high performance logistics platform → seaexplorer.com

Want to learn more about how we deal with complex logistical matters?
→ home.kuehne-nagel.com

Sealexplorer - powered by Kuehne + Nagel's data driven insights

Sealexplorer combines reliable, up-to-date schedule and routing information with the longstanding sea freight expertise of Kuehne+Nagel. Advanced pathfinding algorithms and real-time vessel tracking data through AIS (Automatic Identification System), as well as market and operational data, enable you to choose the right sea freight logistics options for your shipments. Calculation methodologies are verified by third parties, in line with accepted standards.
About us

Thanks to our over 82,000 employees in more than 1,300 offices, in over 100 countries, Kuehne + Nagel is one of the world's leading logistics providers. We are committed to providing customers of all sizes, in all locations, the transport services and logistics solutions that provide peace of mind through trusting partnerships built by our people.

Get in touch to learn more about our world-changing work.